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Abstract: In today’s life, social networking sites has become one of the most popular Internet applications and has a large number of users. The public social networking systems have meet the communication demand of people, there is insufficient assistance to get connected to the users learning, professional life, and cultural life on campus with their real life activities. We have seen in the pandemic that college struggled lot to get connect with their students, so this website will give solution if something like pandemic ever happen again. Also colleges always rely on the platform such as whatsapp to connect with their student online but on such platform only limited features are given. Therefore, this project design made a new campus social networking site for users, which is very closely connected to the user requirements of real environment of campus and users real activities. It will also give a platform to college where college can add as many features as they want according to the requirement. In this paper, a design and implementation of social media site for college campus is achieved. This website enables interaction of all the users like students, teachers, professors etc. It has all the features the user can expect plus more exciting and useful additional features which will help users in their college life. It has been implemented using ReactJs, MongoDb, CSS, Nodejs. Details of the implementation are below in this paper.
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